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CHAPTER 3.1: Basic Vehicle Control
Chapter 3 sections…
- Instrument Panel
- Vehicle Controls
Please read the above chapter sections and complete the following questions. (take the information directly
out of the book. Do NOT summarize or paraphrase.)
1. List and detail the 5 selector lever positions in an automatic transmission vehicle.

2. List the 9 steps in putting a vehicle in motion.

CHAPTER 3 WORKSHEET – Vehicle Controls/Devices
1. The speedometer shows speed in miles per hour and _____________________________.
2. The total number of miles driven by a vehicle is shown with the _______________________________.
3. In cold weather, if a fuel tank is less than ½ full, what problem might develop?
________________________________________________________________________________.
4. Never let the fuel tank get below ___________________________.
5. The oil pressure warning light does NOT tell
you__________________________________________________________________.
6. The engine will drain energy from the battery if
_________________________________________________________________.
7. The brake system warning light will be on if ________________________________________ or
__________________________________________.
8. The device which is used to switch from high beams to low beams is called a
___________________________________________________________.
9. The ignition switch has ______________ positions The are: _______________
_________________________________________________________________.
10. How do you know when a vehicle ahead is slowing or stopping?
______________________________________________________________.
11. When you see white lights on the back of a car, what do we know about that vehicle?
_________________________________________________________
12. Cruise control is cancelled by________________________________________.
13. In an automatic shift car, you choose between forward and reverse gears with the
_________________________________________. The equivalent device in a standard shift vehicle is called a
______________________________________.
14. What light are activated when your hazard flasher is on?
_________________________________________________________________
15. The steering wheel controls the direction of (all, front, or back) wheels. (Circle one)
16. Why can you not make a lane change based only on what you see in your rearview and sideview mirrors.

CHAPTER 3.2: Basic Vehicle Control
Complete the following textbook work…
“Check Knowledge”, page 58
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

“Vocabulary”, (choose a letter from list B), page 58
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

